Raiders vs. Irish by George and Barbara Barany

ACROSS
1. Peter Stuyvesant had one in real life, and Captain Ahab and Long John Silver each had one in fiction
7. Asset for a swimsuit model
10. Definite article
13. Collection of information
15. Folding bed
16. Method or path
17. What two of the best four 61-across teams in Minnesota earned for this puzzle's date
20. Penultimate round, played starting at 7 p.m. on this puzzle's date
21. Reusable bag
24. Asset for a punter
25. Loni Anderson and Burt Reynolds, back in the day
28. "Much ___ About Nothing"
29. Soda
32. San Francisco's ___ Hill
34. This passed Congress the same year as Title IX, but was never ratified: Abbr.
35. Journalist
38. Push
40. Winning team on this puzzle's date
43. Leonine locks
46. Crucifixion wounds
50. In the past
51. Chow down or gobble up
54. You can get a kick out of this
55. Cacophony in an indoor stadium
56. Math subj. with angles
57. "Lights, camera, ___!"
58. "Walk on the Wild Side" singer
60. Red or Dead
62. Palindromic preposition
63. Travelers' accommodations: Abbr.
69. Get the picture
70. 6-pt. scores

DOWN
1. L.A. summer zone
2. Asset for a musician
3. Volkswagen hatchback model
4. Run out, as a subscription
5. 90˚ from norte
6. Fifth qrtrs.
7. Gathering place in ancient Greece
8. Island rich in rubber, tin, and quinine
9. Polka relative
10. Bad actor
12. Asset for an artist
14. "I've heard more than enough!"
18. Newt
19. MCII halved
21. Road or roof stuff
22. "___ to Joy"
23. You can give it a whirl
26. Palindromic preposition
27. Bien's opposite
29. Purple ___
30. Sixth qrtrs.
31. ___ Wee Reese (baseball Hall-of-Famer)
33. This may make one wish for a tall glass of pure water
36. Mined-over matter?
37. Mined-over matter?
39. Palindromic word worth 7 Scrabble pts. (if not challenged)
41. Giant from NY
42. Something that might get one in trouble with the cops
43. Alfred E. Neuman's magazine
44. Grow old
45. They didn't make it
47. TV commercials
48. This is said to be like kissing your sister
49. Common connector
52. "Ain't That ___" (Domino tune)
53. Magnetic induction units
59. Conservative start
61. "Later!"
64. MSHSL shutout, on the scoreboard
65. Burden of proof
66. To and ___
67. Adult acorn
68. "Brain scan, for short"
69. Get the picture
70. 6-pt. scores
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